Five Reasons
to Rely on
Hitachi Vantara
Midrange Storage
Solutions
World-Class Storage Solutions
that are Right for You

If you have the same key storage challenges as major
enterprises, why not choose the same solution?
Hitachi Vantara is trusted by top financial institutions and Fortune 500s—but
our solutions easily scale for the needs (and budgets) of growing businesses.
Hitachi Vantara customers include:

Sound familiar?

85%

You need 100% availability
Loss of any data is a problem

of the Fortune 100 companies

Applications MUST remain
available

87%

Data governance is essential

of the Fortune 100 Financial companies

Here are five key reasons why you, too, should
rely on storage solutions from Hitachi Vantara.

1

Accelerate Project Delivery
Go to market faster with modern data storage that increases
operational efficiency, accelerates adoption of new business
processes and improves customer experiences.
Reduce cost, complexity
and risk with direct
connection to servers
Simplify scaling by
adding ports, not
additional SAN switches

Migrate data
without
disruption

2

Confidently Protect Your Data
Keep your data properly safeguarded with software and
services that ensure continuous availability and adherence
to compliance requirements.
100% data
availability
guarantee

Data at rest encryption,
Active/Active reliability

Continuous, proactive
monitoring of VSP systems
by Hitachi Remote Ops

3

Optimize Your Resources
Drive long-term business agility with scalable data storage
that helps keep management costs under control while
supporting a diverse range of data types and workloads.
Team

Manage your data
center within an
approved budget

Budget

Predictable pricing
with flexible utilization
Reduce operational
costs to free up
budget and resources
for innovation projects

4

“Set-and-Forget” Reliability
Spend less time and money on maintenance, upgrades and
skills training, knowing that intelligent operations and reliable
reporting will keep you and your data center up to speed.
Intelligent data center
operations improve
performance

Real-time insights
and visibility into
how resources
are being used

5

Predict and prevent
software and
hardware faults

Build a Foundation for the Future
Get enterprise-like features and functionality based on the
needs and resources of today. With linear scale capabilities,
you will get the full value of your investment.
Benefit from the extensive
knowledge of the Hitachi
Vantara Community

Evolve to extended
infrastructure with
a gateway to object
storage and more

Basis of your block
and file storage for
simple scalability

Trusted. Simple. Affordable.

Don’t settle for less! We’ve spent over 20
years earning the trust of leading enterprises.

100%

24/7/365

data availability.
Guaranteed.

non-stop business
workload support

50,000
customers

>16

exabytes
of data

Get the Simplicity You Need and the Reliability
You Deserve With Hitachi Vantara

Hitachi
VSP Midrange
Storage Solutions

Hitachi
Ops Center

EverFlex
Financing Solution

Explore our storage solutions.
LEARN MORE
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